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Abstract 
We decompose the Brownian trajectory from extremes, via the inverse of the range process. 
This allows us to construct a martingale which satisfies the chaotic property representation a d 
is closely connected to parabolic martingale. 
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O. Introduction 
(1) The range process (R(t); t >_ 0) of a real Brownian motion (B(t); t >_ 0) started 
at 0, is defined by R(t)  = sup{B(u) - B(v); 0 < u _< t, 0 < v < t}. Clearly, 
R(t)  = S( t ) -  l(t), (1) 
where S(t) = sup{B(u);0 < u < t} and l(t) = inf{B(u); 0 < u < t}. For a fixed t >0,  
Feller (1951) proved that the r.v. R(t)  has a density which can be expressed in terms of 
theta functions. (R(t); t > 0) is an increasing process vanishing at 0, we denote by 
(0(a); a > 03 its right inverse, i.e., O(a) = inf{u > 0; R(u) > a}, a > O. (0(t); t > 0) is 
a process with non-stationary independent increments (Imhof, 1985) and, 
O(b) - O(a) ~) inf{t > 0; - l (t)  + max(a, S(t)) > b }, (2) 
where b > a > 0. 
We deduce from the scaling property of Brownian motion that 
(0(20; t >__ 0) has the same law as (,~20(t), t >_ 0), (3) 
for every 2 > 0. 
Since (0(a); a > 0) is the right inverse of (R(t); t > 03, 
{R(t) > a} = {t > O(a)}. (4) 
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By (3) and (4) we get, 
P(R(1) > a) = P(1 > O(a)) = P(1 > aZO(1)) = P(1/Ox/~)) > a). 
This means that 
0(1) t~ l/R(1) 2. (5) 
By Feller result, we obtain immediately an analytic expression for the density of 0(1). 
The Laplace transform of O(a) is known (Imhof, 1985), and can be computed easily 
(Vallois, 1993); we recall that 
E(exp - (220(a)/2)) = 1/ch2(2a/2). (6) 
1 Let T be an exponential variable with parameter 7, independent of the Brownian 
motion. Using successively (4) and (6), we obtain 
P(R(T)  > a) = 1/chZ(a/2), (7) 




- B (O~ 
its first 
O<t_< 
order to study the process (B(t); 0 < t < 0(a)), we introduce the random time 
sup{ t < 0(a); B(t) --- l(O(a))} (resp. 01(a) = sup{t _< 0(a); B(t) = S(O(a))})if 
>0 (resp. B(O(a))< 0). Imhof (1985) showed that (]B(t + 01(a)) 
(a))l; 0 <_ t < O(a) - 01(a)) is a three-dimensional Bessel process topped at 
hitting time of a. Moreover, in Vallois (1993), we proved that (B(t); 
01 (a)) is independent of the previous process and has the same law as (B(t); 
0 < t < O(a~)), where ~ is a uniform random variable, independent of the Brownian 
motion (B(t); t > 0). Let c > 0 fixed. We define by induction, a family (0_,; n > 0) of 
positive random times: 
Oo = O,(c), 6 ,_,  = 0,(R(6_,)); n >_ 0. 
The Brownian path up to time 01(a), splits into a countable collection of processes 
((]B(t + 6,) - B(0,)]; 0 < t < 0, - 0,+1); n < - 1). Moreover, using the two pre- 
vious results, we can describe the law of this family of processes. Recently Imhof 
(1992), investigated the Brownian trajectory beyond the stopping time O(c). This 
author introduced an increasing sequence (0,; n > 0) of random times bigger than 
O(c), such that 
6o = O,(R(6,)). 6. = 0 , (R(6 .+, ) )  Vn _> 1. 
This allows Imhof to obtain a decomposition of the whole path (B(t); t > 0); 
unfortunately the result depends on c. 
(3) The main result of this paper is an intrinsic decomposition of (B(t); t _> 0) (see 
Theorems 1and 2, in Section 1). We consider a point process which takes its values in 
some subset U of oK([0, + oo[, 1~+) and indexed by 
S = {t ~ O; B(O(t_)) B(O(t)) < 0}. (9) 
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Our approach is direct and independent of previous results of Imhof (1992) or 
Vallois (1993). By splitting the initial point processes into two independent U-valued 
compound Poisson processes, we give, in Section 2, a new proof of the last Imhof's 
results. 
In Section 3, we consider the process (M(t); t _> 0) defined by 
M(t )  = ~f2 B(O(~t ) ) ,  t >>_ 0). 
M is a (Jo(,/;), t >__ 0)-square integrable martingale. Since (0(t); t > 0) is a process 
with independent increments, (M) ( t )  = t, for every t > 0. We connect M to parabolic 
martingale (Emery, 1989). This allows us to show that M has the chaotic property 
representation (Emery, 1989). 
(4) In order to review the results concerning the range process and its inverse, we 
would like to mention Hsu and March (1988). These authors established that the 
process X defined by X( t )  = (2B(t) - S(t)  - l ( t ) ) /R( t ) ,  t > 0 is a reflecting Brownian 
motion on [ -  1, 1), up to a change of time. 
Recently Pitman and Yor(1993) obtained an analog of the identity of Knight (1988) 
involving R instead of B* = S v ( -  I). 
The range of other processes than Brownian motion can be studied. Feller 
(1951) gave the density of the r.v., Rb(1), where (Rb(t), 0 < t < 1) denotes the 
range process associated with the Brownian bridge on [-0, 1]. We recall the identity 
of Chung: Rb(1) 2 has the same law as the sum of two independent copies of the 
square of B~'(1), where B*(I) is the supremum of the absolute value of the Brownian 
bridge. 
1. A decomposition of the Brownian path 
(1) Let Z be defined by Z = {t > O; B(O(t)) B(O(t_ )) < 0}. Z splits into two disjoint 
parts 2; 1 and S T , where 
Z ~ ={t~Z;B(O( t_ ) )<O},  Z T ={t~Z;B(O( t_ ) )>O}.  
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We introduce, 
6 if t ~ S, 
8° (0= [n (U+Ol ( t ) ) -B(O l ( t ) ) [ ;  O<u<_O(t_) - -O~(t)  if teE ,  
(1.1) 
where 
01(0 = sup{u < 0(t_); B(u) = A}, (1.2) 
A=I(O(t_ ) ) ( resp.  A=S(O( t_ ) ) )  i f teS  t (resp. t~S~). 
We rescale go by the following manner, 
g(t) = {6 if teE ,  (1.3) 
8o(t)(.t2)/t if teS .  
Let U be the set of positive functions to such that to(0) = 0, to is continuous on 
[0, z(to)] for some positive ((09), and to(t) = 0 if t > ((to). 
We denote by f¢ = (f¢,; t > 0) the natural filtration generated by (go(t); t > 0). By 
definition (d'(t); t > 0), (80(0; t > 0) are q-adapted, and U-valued processes. 
(2) If (F(t); t e D) is a point process, we set v(F) its L6vy system. 
(3) (X(t); t > 0) will denote a three-dimensional Bessel process started at 0, and 
Tx(X) = inf{t > 0; X(t)  = x}, x > O. Q3,X is the law of (X(t); 0 < t < T~(X)). 
(4) Let (~-t; t > 0) be the natural filtration of (B(t); t > 0), and ~ the a-algebra 
generated by the ~--previsible processes. 
(5) (a(t); t > 0) denotes the right-inverse of (S(t); t > 0). 
Theorem 1. 80 = (80(0; t e Z) is a (#-point process. Morever, its Lbvy system is 
given by 
dt 
v(80) (dt, dw) = t 1,> 0~O3"(dw). (1.4) 
Remark 1. Hsu and March (1988), considered the point process of excursions of 
Brownian motion from its extremes. This process denoted by (p(t); t e D) is defined by 
p(t) = B(O(t_) + u ^ 0(t)); u > 0), where D = {t > 0; O(t) > 0(t_)}. Unfortunately 
the result proved by these authors is rather complicated. This legitimates the introduc- 
tion of 27 c D. 
Lemma 1. Let a be a fixed positive number. There exists F : ( R 2 x g2; 
~(~+)  x ~)~ (~3 w {6}, ~(U w {6}) such that 
8o(S) = F(s, Ol(a)) Vs <_ a. (1.5) 
Proof. If s ~ ]R(Ol(a)),a], go(S)= 6. Clearly 8o(R(Ol(a)))= Fo(Ol(a)). So we can 
assume that s < R(Ol(a)). We have 
O(s) = inf{u < 01(a); R(u) >s}. 
Consequently (1.5) is realized. [] 
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Lemma 2. Let a be a fixed positive number. Then, 
(i) For every ~-previsible and positive process U, we have 
E[U(O'(a))]=lEI fo U(S)dR(s ^ (1.6) 
(ii) The process (B(t); 0 < t < 01(a)) has the same law as (B(t); 0 < t < 0(a~)), 
where ~ denotes a uniform variable, independent of (B(t); t > 0). 
Proof. (i) (1.6) means that the ~-dua l  projection of ( l : ,  >_ 0,ta~l; t > 0) is (~R(t A 0(a)); 
t>0) .  
We know that it is sufficient to consider process U such that U = llo,r ~, where T is 
a ~-s topp ing  time. We set, 
= E[U(OI(a))] = P(O~(a) < T). 
Let T~ be the ~-s topp ing  time defined by 
7"1 = inf{t  > T; B(t) = I(T) or I(T) + a}. 
We have, 
{B(O,(a)) < O, O,(a) < T< 0(a)} = {B(T, )  = I(T) + a, T< 0(a)}. 
Then, 
[ B (T ) - I (T ) ]  
P(B(OI(a)) < O, 01(a) < T< O(a)) = E llr<0¢a~l a " 
By symmetry,  
P(B(OI(a)) > 0. 01(a) <_ T< O(a)) = E 1,,r<o~.v, a ' 
Consequent ly.  
P(O,(a)<_ T<O(a))=E[1, r<o~, , , , -R~] .  
Since 1: ol {a) -< r ', = 1 : r >_ o{.}: + 1 : o, {a) < r < o{~:, and R (O(a)) = a, we obtain, 
1 ~ 0(a))]. c~= ~E[R(T  ^ O(a) ) ]=aE[  f ° U(s)dR(s ^  
(ii) Let F be a positive, measurable function defined on U. We set, 
t = E(F(B(t); 0 < t < 01(a))). 
t=aE F (B( t ) ;O<t  <s)l,,R~sl<,~dR(s) • 
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Since 0 is the right-inverse of R and R(O(s)) = s, we obtain 
z = - E[F(B( t ) ;  0 <_ t <_ 0(s))]ds. [] 
a 
Remark. Part (ii) of Lemma 2, is actually a consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 of 
Vallois (1993). We gave here a new and quick proof of this preliminary result. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let N, N~ be the r.v. defined by 
where 0 < a < b, A is Na-measurable r.v., and F is a positive and measurable function 
defined on U. 
We can assume that 
A = ~O(~o(Sl) . . . . .  ¢"o(S.)), 
where 0 < sl < ... < s. _< a and ~o: U"~ ~+.  
By Lemma 1, we have 
A = ~(O,(a)), 
where ~, is a positive and ~-measurable  stochastic process. We set: H(t)  = A l~,,bl(t). 
If R(Ol ( t ) )<a ,  then O~(t)=Ol(a).  On the set {R(O~(t ) )>a},  O(a)<Ol( t ) ,  
O~(a) < 0t(t). Then by (1.7), 
H(t)  = H~(O~(t)) Vt > O, (1.7) 
where (Hi(t) ;  t > 0) is a ~-measurable  and positive process. Moreover, 
U + = ~ Hl(O,(t ) )  V(go(t)) .  
t~Z 
The key remark is the equality, 
z~ = {C(u);  C(u) > C(u_)} ,  
where C(u) = R(a(u)) .  
For every u such that a(u) > a(u_), we set 
e~ = (u - B(a(u_ ) + t); 0 <_ t <_ a (u ) -  a(u_)) ,  
re(u) = max eu(t). 
t>_O 
~u = inf{t _> O, e,(t) = m(u)}. 
We notice that, 
C(u) > C(u_ ) ¢*, a(u) > a(u_ ) and re(u) > R(a(u_  )). 
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Therefore, we have 
N + = ~ Hl(a(u-))ll~.j>o~, ),,,~,I>R~, w,F(e,(s); 0 <_ s < %). 
u>O 
Using the identity of P. L+vy (i.e. S - B ~ [ B I) and the It6 description of excursions, 
we obtain 
Since a is the right-inverse of S, 
E( N ~ ) = E[  ~ H I (v) ( ~ I,,x> m~,v, Q3"~( F)d~2 )dS( v) ] • 
Using the symmetry, we get 
E(N)=~Q3"X(F) (EF lCXn l (O(u) )du] )  \ LX3o 
By Lemma 2, and (1.8) we obtain, 
E(N) = E H(x)Q3"~(F . [] 
Corollary 1. The process (R(Ol(t+ )); t >_ O) is f#-adapted and pure jump process with 
independent non-stationary increments and increasing paths. Moreover, its Levy 
measure is equal to: llt > o,dt/t. 
Remark 2. The jumps of(01(t+ ); t > 0) are (R(01 (t+)); t ~ S). In the study of concave 
majorant of Brownian motion, Groeneboom (1983), introduced the process a: 
a (a )=sup{t  >0;B( t ) -a t=sup(B(u) -au)} . ,>o  
By Theorem 2.1 of Groeneboom (1983), the number of jumps of a (resp. 01) in an 
interval ]a,b], 0 < a < b, is a Poisson r.v., with expectation ln(b/a). It would be 
interesting to give a probabilistic explanation of this identity. 
We recall that the three-dimensional Bessel process (X(t); t >_ 0) satisfies the 
following scaling property. 
(x(,;~t); t >_ 0) Cd~= ( , , /~x(t) ;  t _> 0) 
for every 2 > 0. 
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In particular, 
(v/2X(t); 0 < t <_ T~(X)) td=~ (X(2t); 0 < t < T,fi(X)/2). (1.8) 
Consequently, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. ~ is a f~-pure jump process with Lbvy measure v( 8) given by 
dt 
v(o~)(dt, dw) = t l~t>°~Q3'X(dw)" 
We set 
M = {t > 013u6Z, t = 01(u)}. 
A natural question arises naturally: is it possible to construct a local time on M? We 
first remark that M is not a regenerative s t (Maisonneuve, 1975) with respect to (B(t); 
t > 0). M is actually a regenerative s t with respect o the strong Markov process 
Y = (S,I,B) (see Lemma 3). 
Unfortunately M is not adapted: at a fixed time t, we do not know if B(t) belongs to 
an excursion of r type or + type. If we introduce the stopping time d(t): 
d(t) = inf{u > t; B(u) > S(t) or B(u) < l(t)}, 
then M c~ [0, t] is ~d,l-measurable. 
Let E = {(x,y,z) lx >_ O, y < O, y <_ z < x}, Clearly Yis an E-valued process. 
Lemma 3. (1) Y is a strong Markov process, with continuous paths and (Pt, t _> O) the 
semi-group of Y is given by 
P,(x,y,z,f) = E[ f (max(x,z  + S(t)), inf(y,z + I(t)), z + B(t))]. (1.9) 
(2) M is a regenerative set with respect to Y. 
Proof. Let t > u _> O. We have, 
(S(t), I(t), B(t))= (max(S(u), ._~v_~tmax B(v)), inf(I(u), u_~,_~tinf B(v)), B(t)) .  
(B(t); t > 0) is a process with independent increments, (1.9) follows immediately. We 
set 
M+={v=a( t_ ) la ( t _ )<a( t ) ,  , ,  ,max_<, _< -( , ( t_B(u) )>R(a( t_ ) )} .  (1.10) 
By the same way we define M_. Clearly M is the disjoint union of M+ and M_. 
Since S(a(t_ )) = t, we obtain 
M+ = {v=a( t_ ) ]a ( t _ )  < a(t),,l, ,max_<,_<~t,,(- B(u) > - I (a ( t - ) ) )} .  
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Let (Bu(t); t > 0) be the process defined by B,(t) = B(u + t) t >_ O, u being a positive 
fixed number. We set S.(t) = max0<r<tB.( r ) ,  t > 0 and (~.(t); t > 0) denotes the 
right-inverse of (S,(t); t >_ 0). We have, 
u -- {v -- t r , ( t_) la . ( t_)  < tyu(t ), M+ 
and 
max ( -  B,(s)) > - l(u + v)} 
au(t ) <<_ s <_ a.(t) 
l(u + v) = min(l(u), min B.(s)). 
O<~s<_v 
This shows that M+ is a regenerative set with respect o Y. 
2. An application to lmhof 's  result 
We introduce three real random sets: 
In2; = {te  NI3u e 2;, t = lnu}, 
In + I; = {t > 0It eln2;}, In- I; = {t > 01 - t eln2;}.  
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. The processes (8(e'); t e In +2;) and (8(e-t) ;  t e In -2;) are two indepen- 
dent, U-valued compound Poisson processes with characteristic measure Q3,1. 
We begin by showing Imhors  decomposition. By the scaling property of (B(t); 
t > 0) it is sufficient o suppose c = 1. By Theorem 3, 
ln+22={r / ' . ,n>0} and In I ;={t / ' , ;n<-  1}. 
Moreover {q~, r/'_ '. 1, (q',+l - q., n > 0), (q',-1 - q'.; n _< - 1)} is a family of i.i.d. 
random variables with exponential law. 
Then, 
2 ;~]1 ,  +oo[ -~{q. ;n>_O},2 ;~]O, l [={q, ;n<_- l} ,  
where 
= ~" e";' if n > 0, 
r/, (e  -"" if n < - 1. 
Let (p,; n e 7/) be a collection of independent random variables such that 
(i) p, (d__) Po and p_,  = p_ l for every n >_ 1, 
(ii) the law of In po(resp, p_ 1) is exponential (resp. uniform on [0, 1]). 
Therefore, we have, 
(~t.; n s N)  cN (~.; n ~ ~), 
220 
where 
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= ~PoPl""P,  if n > 0, 
~" (P - IP -2""P ,  if n_<-  1. 
Let (X"; n • 77) be a sequence of independent processes, uch that for every n, X" is 
a three-dimensional Bessel process tarted at 0. Moreover, we assume that (X", n • 77) 
is independent of (p,; n • 77). We recall that (0,; n • 77) is defined in Section 0. Using 
once more (1.18) we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 (lmhof). We have 
[(]B(t + 0~)-  B(O.)[; 0 _< t _< (~.+1 - (~.); n•2~] 
(d2 [ (X"(t ) ;  0 __< t _< T,°(X"));  n • 77]. 
Proof of Theorem 3 (continued). Let 2 • ~. We set 
{8(e -x÷') if te2+ln2: ,  
g(~)(t)= 3 if t¢2+ln2; .  
We denote by (2+lnS)  + the set (2+ln2 : )nR+.  We deduce g(a) from g, by 
a deterministic change of time; so using Theorem 2, we check easily the following 
Lemma. 
Lemma 4. (g(a)(t); t • (2 + In 2:) +) is a ( f~et ~; t >_ O)-adapted and U-valued compound 
Poisson process, with characteristic measure Q3A. 
Let go be equal to a(g(e-S); s < t). 
Lemma 5. (~'(e-t); t • In- 2:) is a (go; t > O)-compound Poisson process with charac- 
teristic measure Q3.1. 
Proof. Let 0 < a < b, F be a positive measurable function defined on U and A an 
event of f¢o. We set 
A=E[ laa<u_<b ~ F(g(e-U))l l~'" ~)]" 
Let v = b - u, then, 
A = E l la  N(b)([0, b - a [ ,F ) ] ,  
where 
N(b)([O,s[, F) = ~ F(e~(b)(u))lIueb+tnZ} 
O<u<s 
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By the monotone convergence theorem, 
A = lim A,, 
n~ q- (x) 
where C, = b -  a -  1/n and 
An = E[1AN(b)([O, Cn], F)].  
It is sufficient to choose A = N~=I Ak, where for every k e {1,2 . . . . .  p}, 
Ak = { g (e -~)  e Uk}, sk < a, Uk is a measurable set of U. 
Let tk be equal to b - Sk. We have successively 
= { E 
Ak = {t'--~ N(b)(]Cn, t] ,  lug) has a jump at time t k ~ b - a}. 
Since 8 (b~ is a compound Poisson process, the event A is independent of the r.v. 
N(b)([0, C,], F); then 
An = P(A) E[N(b)([0, Cn], F)] 
and 
A = P(A) EEN(b)([O,b- aE, F)] = P(A) (b -  a) Q3"(F). [] 
By Lemmas 4 and 5 we know that (g(e'); t ~ In + X) and (g(e-t);  t e in Z) are two 
compound Poisson processes with the same characteristic measure. Moreover 
(8(e-t);  t e In- X) is independent of ff~, in particular the first process is independent 
of (g(et); t 6 In + X). This ends the proof of Theorem 3. [] 
3. A remarkable martingale 
In this section we investigate the properties of process M defined by 
M(t) = xS2B(O(~t)), t >_ O. 
Proposition 1. M is a (~@ o(~5); t >_ O)-square integrable martingale. Moreover, 
(M,M) ( t )=t ,  
[M,M] ( t )= ~ AM(s)2=2 ~ sl, ]~x I. 
S<_t S<_t 
Proof. (1) For every t > O, we have 
sup _< sup = ,A  
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Therefore, M is a (~-0~,fi); t > 0)-square integrable martingale. Using It6 formula, 
we get 
From (6), we deduce 
E(O(x/Tt)) = t/2. (3.4) 
(;Y' ) By (3.3), Bu dBu; t > 0 is a square integrable martingale. 
Let 0 _< s < t. 
Recall that (O(u), u > 0) is a process with independent increments, then, 
E(M(t)21~o~,/;~) = M(s) 2 + 2 E(0(x /~) -  0(x/~)). 
By (3.4), we deduce that ( M ,M) ( t )  = t, t > O. 
(2) We notice that 
IAM(t)l = x /~ 11~ I • (3.5) 
Let V be the process defined by 
V(t) = ~ AM(u)2 = 2 Y' ull,/~,s I. 
u~t  u~_t  
Since, {x/~6L'} = {B(0(x/~_ ) B(O(x/~))< 0} 6~-o,,/~,, V is a (~-o,~,; s > 0)- 
adapted process. 
Let Z be a (~-o~;  s > 0)-previsible, and positive process. We claim, 
E[ foZ(S)dV(s ) ]=E[ foZ(S)ds  ]. (3.6) 
It is sufficient o consider Z a left-continuous process; so 
Z(t) = ZI(O(v#t_ )), (3.7) 
where Z~ is a ~a~--previsible and positive process. Let ~ be equal to the left-hand side of 
(3.6), we have 
= 2E[Z  l~,~s: R(OI(S))2ZI(OI(s))]. 
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Using successively Theorem 2 and Lemma 2, we obtain 
~=2E[ fod- -aaR(Ox(a) )ZZ l (O l (a ) ) l=2E[ fo ( f£ t2Z , (O( t ) )a /a_  1 
This finishes the proof of (3.6). 
Therefore, the (o~0(~); t > 0)-dual projection of V is equal to Vo, where Vo(t) = t. 
In particular V -  Vo is a (~o(~,.~); t > 0)-martingale; consequently [M,M]  = V. [] 
We set, 
~-+(a)={(X ,Y ) [X>0, (Y -a )  +- =x/~}.  
~+ (a) and ~-  (a) are the two half-part of the parabola with vertex A(a, 0), axis (A, i) 
and parameter 1. 
Let x/~ + 2;. We set d2(u) =- inf{t > u; x/t E 2;}. If t ~ [u, d2(u)[, and M(u_ ) > 0 
(resp. M(u_)  < 0), we have 
M(t)  = M(u_ ) - x~t  (resp. M(t)  = U(u_  ) + x~t) .  
Therefore, 
{(t,M(t));  u <_ t < d2(u)} is included in ~-(M(u_ ) )  (resp. ~+(M(u_) ) .  (3.8) 
Let (N(t); t _> 0) be a right-continuous martingale such that 
(i) P(N( t )  = x~tt) = P(N(t )  = - x~tt) - ½, 
(ii) (j(t), t ~ D) is a pure jump process, with the LO W measure. 
1 
v(jXdt) = ~ l~t>o~dt, 
where j(t) = t (resp. 6) if AN (t) :# 0 (resp. AN(t) = 0), and D = { t > 0; AN (t) 4:0 }. 
N is called the parabolic martingale (Emery, 1989). 
We would like to give a natural realization of parabolic martingale. This realization 
looks like the definition of M. For every t > 0, we set, 
T,(t )  = inf{u > 0; IB(u)l > t}, 
Mo(t) - -  B(T,(x~t)),  
jo(t) = t (resp. 6) if AMo(t) 4:0 (resp. AMo(t) = 0). 
Proposition 2. (Mo(t); t _> 0) is a (~r,(47); t >_ O)-square integrable martingale, 
( Mo)(t )  = t, V t >_ O. Mo is a (~T,(t); t >__ O)-parabolic martingale. 
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Proof. It is clear that supo<y<xlMo(y)l = w/~. Consequently (too(t); t > 0) is 
a (~-r,(,fi); t > 0)-square integrable martingale. Since (T,(t); t > 0) is a process with 
independent increments, we check as in the proof of part (1) of Proposition 1 that 
(Mo>(t )  = t. 
It is obvious that 
,5) ,5) ' P(Mo( t )  = = P(Mo( t )  = - = ~. 
Let 0 < a < b, A e ~r*~)  andfbe  a positive and Borel function. We set 
~=E(  1A ~<,_<bf(t) l 'au°(°¢° l ) '  
Then ~ = ~ + + c~-, where 
0~+- = E f lA  ~ f(u2)ll+_ntT.tu-,l>O.aB(T.(u,,~O,]" 
We use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
~+ =EC1A '~  ~.f(uZ)llm(u)>2u.R(a(u ,)<2u.a(u)>a(u,I) • 
x/a<u <_ x/b 
By similar arguments, we obtain 
ct + = P(A)  f (u 2) , P(R(a(u) )  < 2u)du . 
Recall that S(O(t ) ) / t  has a uniform law. By (4) we have 
1 
P(R(a(u) )  < 2u) = P(a(u)  < 0(2u)) = P(u < S(O(2u)) = ~, 
= P(A)  
By symmetry, ~- = ~+; therefore, 
= P(A)  • 4s" 
M is closely connected to parabolic martingale. In order to precise this link, we 
introduce, 
N(t )  = dM(u), t > 0. (3.9) 
I fZ  is a martingale such that: (Z,  Z) ( t )  = t; Vt _> 0, we know that we can construct, 
by isometry, the n-multiple stochastic integral with respect o Z, for every n _> 1. If 
moreover every square integrable random variable can be decomposed as an infinite 
sum over n of n-multiple stochastic integrals with respect o Z, Z is said to verify the 
chaotic representation property (CRP). The Brownian motion, the compensated 
Poisson process and the parabolic martingale have the CRP. 
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Theorem 5. (1) We have 
N(t) = t sgn(t), (3.10) 
where sgn(x) = + 1 (resp. - 1) if x > 0 (resp. x < 0). 
(2) (N(x/t); t _> 0) is a ( ~o{t, 4~; t > O)-parabolic martingale. In particular M has the 
CRP. 
Proof. (1) We apply It6 formula, 
,,5 M(t) = fl ,j~dM(u) + A(t), 
Ifl M(u) where A(t) = ~ ~-du .  
A change of variable in A(t) leads us to 
A(t) = B(0(v))dv = B(u) l~n{.}<, ~dR(u). 
We have 
f ;  B(u) l,R(~)<.fildS(u)= f ;  S(u) l..a{.,<./;.,dS(u)= fo  U l, < -,du ~R(a(u))  v't~ " 
1 2 
= 5s(o (~)} .  
So, by symmetry, we obtain successively, 
N(t) = x/t(2B{0{~/t)) -- S(0{~/t)) - I(0(~/t))). 
We notice that on {B(O(~tt I}=S{O(x/tt I )}={M{t}>O  (resp. {B(0{~/t)} 
= l(0{x/t)) } = {M{t) < 0}} we have 
N(t) = t (resp. N(t) -- - t). 
This shows (3.10). 
(2) We set Nl( t )= N(~tt). Clearly, N1 is a (~0{,,,}; t > 0)-square integrable 
martingale, and 
P{N,{t) = x~t)= P(NI ( t )= - x~tt) ' 
We introduce j~ the point process associated with N~, 
j l ( t )  = t (resp. 6) if ANl(t)  #-0 (resp. ANl(t) = 0). 
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Since ANI(t) ¢ 0 ¢~ AM(x/~) -~ 0, by Corollary 1, we get 
1 
v(jl)(dt) = ~ 11,>o: dt. 
So N1 is a (~-0,1,,); t > 0) parabolic martingale. N1 has the CRP if A is a square 
integrable and ~-~-measurable r.v., 
A = E(A) + ~ If.(tl, t2 .. . . .  t , )dNl(q) . . .dNl(t . ) ,  
n2l  d 
where f.  is a square integrable function defined on ~_ ,  
f~e tt2 t2 A = E(A) + Z j J . ,  1, z ..... t2.)dN(tl)...dN(t,), 
n>_l 
A = E(A) + Z I/,(tL . . . . .  
n_>l d 
Consequently, M has the CRP. [] 
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